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Physicians Working Together Medical Student Scholarship Fund Donation Request 

 

 

Hello!  

  

Physicians Working Together provides helpful medical resources, physician advocacy, medical student mentoring, and 

scholarships. It's no secret that medical school is expensive, and the rates continue to climb. Beyond the scope of tuition 

costs, medical students are faced with a list of additional financial obligations that include lab costs, textbooks, testing fees, 

and the list goes on.   

 

Physicians Working Together is dedicated to helping future doctors achieve success! Through the assistance of sponsorship, 

our non-profit organization funds a medical student scholarship with an effort to relieve a portion of medical students' 

financial burdens. We feature an annual contest during National Physicians Week that provides a financial stipend to 

selected medical students each year. With an effort to combat burnout, the online competition helps distract medical students 

from the pressures of their coursework during the celebratory week. Participants are encouraged to submit a short video that 

displays their artistic talents and abilities. The winners are selected and announced during National Physicians 

Week (March 25-31).  

 

As we continue to facilitate the necessary groundwork to strengthen our relationships with medical students and medical 

schools through mentorship, we need your support! In exchange for your partnership, your company or organization will 

be recognized in the edited video credits, highlighted throughout our digital marketing campaigns on our social media 

platforms, and listed on other web ads.  The following sponsorship levels are available: 

  

Please consider making a monetary donation by Monday, March 2, 2020. If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate 

to reach out to me. Thank you for your time and consideration.   

 

With Highest Regards, 

  
   

 

Kimberly Jackson, MD  

Physicians Working Together, Founder and President 

 

Level 1 - $5,000.00: PWT T-shirt |5 free tickets to Annual PWT Dinner Celebration | Free PWT Cap, A feature article 

in PWT newsletter annually | Appropriate branding advertisements opportunities in newsletters and on websites | 
Doctor's coat with your name and credentials embroidered and the PWT symbol  | Consideration for candidacy as a 

PWT Board member. 

 

 Level 2 - $3,000.00: PWT T-shirt | 3 free tickets to Annual PWT Dinner Celebration | Free PWT Cap, A feature article 

in PWT newsletter annually | Appropriate branding advertisements opportunities in newsletters and on websites. 
 

 Level 3 - $1,000.00: PWT T-shirt | 3 free tickets to Annual PWT Dinner Celebration | Free PWT Cap 
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